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Abstract
We consider the uniqueness of solution (i.e., nonsingularity) of systems of r generalized
Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations with n×n coefficients. After several reductions, we show
that it is sufficient to analyze periodic systems having, at most, one generalized ⋆-Sylvester
equation. We provide characterizations for the nonsingularity in terms of spectral properties
of either matrix pencils or formal matrix products, both constructed from the coefficients
of the system. The proposed approach uses the periodic Schur decomposition, and leads to
a backward stable O(n
3
r) algorithm for computing the (unique) solution.
Keywords: Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations, systems of linear matrix equations, matrix
pencils, periodic Schur decomposition, periodic QR/QZ algorithm, formal matrix product
1 Introduction
The generalized Sylvester equation
AXB − CXD = E, (1)
goes back to, at least, the early 20th century [35]. Here the unknown X , the coefficients
A,B,C,D, and the right-hand side E are complex matrices of appropriate size. This equation
∗
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has attracted much attention since the 1970s, mainly due to its appearance in applied problems
(see, for instance, [11, 25, 27, 30, 32]).
Another related equation, whose interest is growing recently (see, for instance, [10,13–16,19]),
arises when introducing the ⋆ operator in the second appearance of the unknown. This equation
is the generalized ⋆-Sylvester equation
AXB − CX⋆D = E, (2)
where the unknown X , the coefficients A,B,C,D, and the right-hand side E are again complex
matrices of appropriate size, and ⋆ can be either the transpose (T) or the conjugate transpose (H)
operator. When ⋆ = T, the equation can be seen as a linear system in the entries of the unknown
X , while if ⋆ = H, the equation is no more linear in the entries of X because of conjugation.
Nevertheless, with the usual isomorphism C ∼= R2, obtained by splitting the real and imaginary
parts, it turns out to be a linear system with respect to the real entries of re(X) and im(X).
One could argue that, in some sense, solving generalized Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations
is an elementary problem both from the theoretical and the computational point of view, since
they are equivalent to linear systems. Nevertheless, there has been great interest in giving
conditions on the existence and uniqueness of solutions based just on properties of certain small-
sized matrix pencils constructed from the coefficients. For instance, when all coefficients are
square, it is known that (1) has a unique solution if and only if the two pencils A − λC and
D− λB have disjoint spectra [11, Th. 1], whereas the uniqueness of solutions of (2) depends on
spectral properties of the matrix pencil
[
λD
⋆
B
⋆
A −λC
]
(see [15, Th. 15]).
On the other hand, if all coefficients are square and of size n, then the resulting linear system
has size n2 or 2n2. From the computational point of view, solving a linear system of size n2 with
standard (non-structured) algorithms may be prohibitive, since they result in a method which
approximates the solution in O(n6) (floating point) arithmetic operations (flops). However,
dealing with the coefficients it is possible to get algorithms requiring only O(n3) flops, such as
the one given in [11].
Recently, systems of coupled generalized Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations have been con-
sidered, and useful conditions on the existence of solutions have been derived in [18]. Here, we
consider the same kind of systems and provide further characterizations for the uniqueness of
their solution, for any right-hand side, based on certain spectral conditions on their coefficients.
It is worth to emphasize that, while in [18] non-square coefficients are allowed, as long as the
matrix products are well-defined, here we assume that all coefficients, as well as the unknowns,
are square of size n× n. This choice has been made because the problem of nonsingularity, even
for just one equation, presents certain additional subtleties when the coefficients are not square
or they are square with different sizes (see [16]). In the assumption that all coefficients are square
and of size n×n, such a system of matrix equations is equivalent to a square linear system, which
has a unique solution, for any right-hand side, if and only if the coefficient matrix is nonsingular.
For this reason, we will use the term nonsingular system as a synonym of a system having a
unique solution (for any right-hand side).
The systems of generalized Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations that we consider are of the
form
AkX
sk
αk
Bk − CkXtkβkDk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r, (3)
where all matrices involved are complex and of size n×n, the indices αi, βi of the unknowns are
positive integers and can be equal or different to each other, and si, ti ∈ {1, ⋆}.
Our approach starts by reducing the problem on the nonsingularity of (3) to the special case
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of periodic systems of the form{
AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArXrBr − CrXs1Dr = Er, (4)
where s ∈ {1, ⋆}. We provide an explicit characterization of nonsingularity only for periodic
systems like (4). However, our reduction allows one to get a characterization for any system like
(3) after undoing all changes that take the system (3) into (4). Since these systems can be seen
as linear systems with a square matrix coefficient, the criteria for nonsingularity do not depend
on the right-hand sides Ek, but only on the coefficients Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, for k = 1, . . . , r.
Periodic systems of Sylvester equations naturally arise in the context of discrete-time periodic
systems, and they have been analyzed by several authors (see, for instance, [1,20,21,33]). Prior
to our work, Byers and Rhee provided in the unpublished work [9] a characterization for the
nonsingularity of (4) with s = 1, together with an O(n3r) algorithm to compute the solution.
The first contribution of the present work is the reduction of a nonsingular system of Sylvester
and ⋆-Sylvester equations (3) to several disjoint systems of periodic type (4), where all equations
are generalized Sylvester, with the exception of the last one that may be either a generalized
Sylvester or a generalized ⋆-Sylvester equation. We note that neither the coefficients, nor the
number of equations in the original and the reduced system necessarily coincide.
As a second contribution, we provide a characterization for the nonsingularity of (4) for
s = H,T (i. e., s = ⋆, according to our notation). This characterization appears in two different
formulations. The first one is given in terms of the spectrum of formal products constructed from
the coefficients of the system (we include the case s = 1, treated in Theorem 5, and the case s = ⋆,
treated in Theorem 6). The second formulation, valid for s = ⋆, is given in terms of spectral
properties of a block-partitioned (2rn)× (2rn) matrix pencil constructed in an elementary way
from the coefficients (Theorem 7). This characterization extends the one in [15] for the single
equation (2), and it is in the same spirit as the one in [9] for periodic systems with s = 1.
The third contribution of the paper is to provide an O(n3r) algorithm to compute the unique
solution of a nonsingular system. Our algorithm is a Bartels-Stewart like algorithm, based on
the periodic Schur form [7]. It extends the one in [9] for systems of Sylvester equations only,
the one in [13] for the ⋆-Sylvester equation AX +X⋆D = E, and the one outlined in [10, §4.2]
for (2).
We note that extending the results of [9] to include ⋆-Sylvester equations is not a trivial
endeavour: the presence of transpositions creates additional dependencies between the data,
hence we need a different strategy to reduce the coefficients to a triangular form, and the resulting
criteria have a significantly different form.
Throughout the manuscript, i denotes the imaginary unit, that is, i2 = −1. By M−⋆ we
denote the inverse of the invertible matrix M⋆, with ⋆ = H,T. A pencil Q(λ) is regular if it is
square and detQ(λ) is not identically zero. We use the symbol Λ(Q) to denote the spectrum of
a regular matrix pencil Q(λ), that is the set of values λ such that Q(λ) is singular (including ∞
if the degree of detQ(λ) is smaller than the size of the pencil). For simplicity, we use the term
system of Sylvester-like equations for a system of generalized Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some applications of systems
of Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations; in Section 3 the periodic Schur decomposition and the
concept of formal matrix product are recalled. Section 4 hosts the main theoretical results of the
paper, whose proofs are deferred to Section 7, after Sections 5 and 6, that are devoted to some
successive simplifications of the problem which are useful for the proofs. Section 8 is devoted to
describe and analyze an efficient algorithm for the solution of systems of Sylvester-like equations.
Finally, in Section 9 we draw some conclusions.
3
2 Applications
Sylvester-like equations appear in various fields of applied mathematics. In some cases, the
applications have natural “periodic extensions”, where systems of these equations come into
play.
As an example, consider a 2× 2 block upper triangular matrix M = [A C0 B ], and assume that
we want to block diagonalize it, setting C to zero with a similarity transformation. This problem
arises, for instance, when M is the block Schur form of a given matrix and we want to decouple
the action of the parts of the spectrum contained in A and B. Then, we can look for a matrix
V such that
V −1MV =
[
A 0
0 B
]
, V =
[
I X
0 I
]
. (5)
This problem can be solved by finding a solution to the Sylvester equation AX −XB + C = 0,
and admits a natural extension in periodic form, when we want to block diagonalize the product
of 2 × 2 block upper triangular matrices, as the one arising in a periodic Schur form. We start
from
M =M1 · · ·Mr, Mi :=
[
Ai Ci
0 Bi
]
, (6)
where the blocks have the same size for each i, and we want to block diagonalizeM . For stability
reasons, rather than working directly on the productM , it is often preferable to look for matrices
Vi such that V
−1
i MiVi+1 are all block diagonal, with Vr+1 = V1 (see, e.g. [34]). If we impose on
Vi =
[
I Xi
0 I
]
the same block upper triangular structure we had for V in (5), then we obtain the
periodic system of Sylvester equations AiXi+1−XiBi+Ci = 0, for i = 1, . . . , r, with Xr+1 = X1.
Similarly, decoupling saddle-point matrices (as quadratic forms) given in product form
N = N1N2N3 =
[
A1 0
C1 B1
] [
0 A2
B2 C2
] [
B3 C3
0 A3
]
=
[
0 A1A2A3
B1B2B3 C1A2A3 +B1C2A3 +B1B2C3
]
(see e.g. [31] for similar factorizations) naturally leads to systems of ⋆-Sylvester equations: one
can choose the following change of bases to eliminate the blocks Ci
U⋆1NU1 = U
⋆
1
[
A1 0
C1 B1
]
V −12 V2
[
0 A2
B2 C2
]
V3V
−1
3
[
B3 C3
0 A3
]
U1,
U1 =
[
I X1
0 I
]
, V2 =
[
I 0
X2 I
]
, V3 =
[
I X3
0 I
]
;
then the factors become
U⋆1
[
A1 0
C1 B1
]
V −12 =
[
A1 0
X⋆1A1 −B1X2 + C1 B1
]
,
V2
[
0 A2
B2 C2
]
V3 =
[
0 A2
B2 X2A2 +B2X3 + C2
]
,
V −13
[
B3 C3
0 A3
]
U1 =
[
B3 −X3A3 +B3X1 + C3
0 A3
]
.
Hence the blocks in the position of the Ci vanish if the Xi solve the periodic system of ⋆-Sylvester
equations 
X⋆1A1 −B1X2 + C1 = 0,
X2A2 +B2X3 + C2 = 0,
−X3A3 +B3X1 + C3 = 0.
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Another relevant application is the reordering of periodic Schur forms. In order to swap
the diagonal blocks of M in (6) it may be convenient to swap the blocks of the factors Mi, for
i = 1, . . . , r. While the problem of swapping the blocks of M can be reduced to a Sylvester
equation [4], the problem of swapping the blocks of the factors can be reduced to a periodic
system of Sylvester equations. Indeed, swapping diagonal entries of matrices given in products
form, without forming the product, is an essential step in the eigenvector recovery procedures of
some fast methods for matrix polynomial eigenvalue problems (see [2, 3]).
3 Periodic Schur decomposition of formal matrix products
In order to state and prove the nonsingularity results for a system of Sylvester-like equations
and to design an efficient algorithm to compute the solution, we need to introduce several results
and definitions that extend the ideas of matrix pencils and generalized eigenvalues to products
of matrices of an arbitrary number of factors. These are standard tools in the literature (see, for
instance, [20, 21]).
Theorem 1 (Periodic Schur decomposition [7]). Let Mk, Nk, for k = 1, . . . , r, be two sequences
of n× n complex matrices. Then there exist unitary matrices Qk, Zk, for k = 1, . . . , r, such that
QHkMkZk = Tk, Q
H
kNkZk+1 = Rk, k = 1, . . . , r (7)
where Tk, Rk are upper triangular and Zr+1 = Z1.
If the matricesNk are invertible, Theorem 1 means that we can apply suitable unitary changes
of bases to the product
Π = N−1r MrN
−1
r−1Mr−1 · · ·N−11 M1 (8)
to make all its factors upper triangular simultaneously. More precisely,
Z−11 ΠZ1 = R
−1
r TrR
−1
r−1Tr−1 · · ·R−11 T1.
In this case, the eigenvalues of Π are
λi =
(T1)ii(T2)ii · · · (Tr)ii
(R1)ii(R2)ii · · · (Rr)ii
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (9)
Even when some of the Nk matrices are not invertible, we call the expression (8) a formal ma-
trix product, and (7) a formal periodic Schur form of the product. If (T1)ii(T2)ii · · · (Tr)ii =
(R1)ii(R2)ii · · · (Rr)ii = 0, for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we call the formal product singular ; oth-
erwise, we call it regular. If Π is regular, it makes sense to consider the ratios λi defined in (9),
with the convention that a0 = ∞ for a 6= 0. We call these ratios the eigenvalues of the regular
formal matrix product Π. The set of eigenvalues of Π is called, as usual, the spectrum of Π, and
we denote it by Λ(Π).
We also define the eigenvalues of a formal matrix product of the form
Π˜ =MrN
−1
r−1Mr−1 · · ·N−11 M1N−1r
(i. e., one in which the exponent −1 appears in the factors in even positions) by the same
formula (9).
Remark 2. For the notion of eigenvalues of formal products to be well defined, one should prove
that it does not depend on the choice of the (non-unique) decomposition (7). If all Ni matrices
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are nonsingular, then this is evident because they coincide with the eigenvalues obtained by
performing the inversions and computing the actual product Π. If some of the Ni are singular,
then we can use a continuity argument to show that the λi are the limits, as ε → 0, of the
eigenvalues of
(Nr + εPr)
−1Mr(Nr−1 + εPr−1)
−1Mr−1 · · · (N1 + εP1)−1M1
for each choice of the nonsingular matrices P1, P2, . . . , Pr that make the factors Nk+ εPk invert-
ible, for all k = 1, . . . , r and sufficiently small ε > 0.
Lemma 3. Let Π =M−11 N1 · · ·M−1r Nr be a formal matrix product. Then, the matrix pencil
Q(λ) :=

λM1 −N1
λM2
. . .
. . . −Nr−1
−Nr λMr

is regular if and only if Π is regular. In this case, the eigenvalues of Q(λ) are the r-th roots of
the eigenvalues of Π, with the convention that r
√∞ =∞.
Proof. Let us start by considering the case when Π is regular with distinct (simple) eigenvalues,
and all matrices Mi, Ni are invertible. Let µ ∈ C be an eigenvalue of Π, with v a corresponding
right eigenvector, and let λ ∈ C be such that λr = µ. We set v1 := v, and define
vj := λN
−1
j−1Mj−1vj−1, j = 2, . . . , r.
Then, the relation Πv = λrv implies Q(λ)v̂ = 0, where v̂ := [vT1 vT2 . . . vTr ]T, which can be
verified by a direct computation. In particular, all the r-th distinct roots of µ are eigenvalues of
Q(λ).
This implies that q(λ) := det(Q(λ)) = det(Π− λrI) · det(M1 · · ·Mr), since det(M1 · · ·Mr) is
the leading coefficient of the degree nr polynomial detQ(λ). LetQHkMkZk = Tk andQHkNkZk+1 =
Rk be a periodic Schur decomposition of Π. Then, we may write
q(λ) = det(T−11 R1 · · ·T−1r Rr − λrI) · det(T1 · · ·Tr) = det(R1 · · ·Rr − λrT1 · · ·Tr),
where we have swapped the factors inside the determinant using the fact that all the matrices are
upper triangular. Using a continuity argument like the one in Remark 2, we see that the identity
det(Q(λ)) = det(R1 · · ·Rr −λrT1 · · ·Tr) =: p(λ) also holds when some of the Ti, Ri are singular,
and even when Π has multiple eigenvalues. This proves the second claim in the statement. In
addition, p(λ) ≡ 0 if and only if Ti, Rj have a common diagonal zero for some i, j. Since Q(λ) is
singular if and only if p(λ) ≡ 0, this concludes the proof.
4 Main results
Here we state the characterizations for the nonsingularity of a periodic system ot type (4) for
each of the three possible cases s ∈ {1,T,H} (the proofs will be given in Section 7). Later,
in Section 5, we will show that these characterizations are enough to get a characterization of
nonsingularity of the general system (3).
We recall the following definition.
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Definition 4. (Reciprocal free and H-reciprocal free set [8,28]). Let S be a subset of C ∪ {∞}.
We say that S is
(a) reciprocal free if λ 6= µ−1, for all λ, µ ∈ S;
(b) H-reciprocal free if λ 6= (µ)−1, for all λ, µ ∈ S.
This definition includes the values λ = 0,∞, with the customary assumption λ−1 = (λ)−1 =∞, 0,
respectively.
For brevity, we will refer to a ⋆-reciprocal free set to mean either a reciprocal free or a H-
reciprocal free set.
The characterization comes in two different forms. The first one uses eigenvalues of formal
matrix products. More precisely, we have the following results.
Theorem 5. Let Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek ∈ Cn×n, for k = 1, . . . , r. The system{
AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArXrBr − CrX1Dr = Er,
is nonsingular if and only if the two formal matrix products
C−1r ArC
−1
r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1 and DrB−1r Dr−1B−1r−1 · · ·D1B−11 (10)
are regular and they have disjoint spectra.
Theorem 6. Let Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek ∈ Cn×n, for k = 1, . . . , r. The system{
AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArXrBr − CrX⋆1Dr = Er,
is nonsingular if and only if the formal matrix product
Π = D−⋆r B
⋆
rD
−⋆
r−1B
⋆
r−1 · · ·D−⋆1 B⋆1C−1r ArC−1r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1 (11)
is regular and
• if ⋆ = H, then Λ(Π) is an H-reciprocal-free set,
• if ⋆ = T, then Λ(Π) \ {−1} is a reciprocal-free set, and the multiplicity of λ = −1 as an
eigenvalue of Π is at most 1.
The second characterization involves eigenvalues of matrix pencils. In what follows, the
notation Rp stands for the set of pth roots of unity, namely,
Rp := {e2πij/p, j = 0, 1, . . . , p− 1}. (12)
The following results are obtained directly from Theorems 5 and 6 by means of Lemma 3.
Theorem 7. Let Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek ∈ Cn×n, for k = 1, . . . , r. The system (4), with s = ⋆, is
nonsingular if and only if the matrix pencil
Q(λ) :=

λA1 C1
. . .
. . .
λAr Cr
λB⋆1 D
⋆
1
. . .
. . .
. . . D⋆r−1
−D⋆r λB⋆r

(13)
is regular and
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• if ⋆ = H, then Λ(Q) is H-reciprocal-free, and
• if ⋆ = T, then Λ(Q) \R2r is reciprocal free and the multiplicity of ξ, for any ξ ∈ R2r, is at
most 1.
The proof of Theorem 7 can be readily obtained by means of the following result combined
with Theorem 6.
Lemma 8. Let S be a subset of C ∪ {∞}, let p ∈ N, and define the sets:
−S := {−z | z ∈ S}, S−1 := {z−1 | z ∈ S}, p
√
S := {z ∈ C ∪ {∞} | zp ∈ S}
(we set ∞p = ∞,−∞ = ∞, and ∞−1 = 0, 0−1 = ∞). Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) S is ⋆-reciprocal free.
(b) −S is ⋆-reciprocal free.
(c) S−1 is ⋆-reciprocal free.
(d) p
√S is ⋆-reciprocal free.
The equivalence between claims (a) and (d) in Lemma 8 can be found in [15, Lemma 3] for
p = 2. The extension to arbitrary p, as well as the other equivalences, are straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 7. By Lemma 3, Λ(Q) = 2r
√
−Λ(Π−1) = 2r
√
−Λ(Π)−1, with Π as in The-
orem 6 (the second identity is immediate). From this, we also get 2r
√
−(Λ(Π) \ {−1})−1 =
2r
√
−Λ(Π)−1 \ {1} = Λ(Q) \R2r.
Now, Theorem 7 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 and Lemma 8. 
Theorem 7 is an extension of [15, Th. 15], where the case of a single generalized ⋆-Sylvester
equation is treated. It also resembles the characterization obtained in [9, Th. 3] for systems
of generalized Sylvester equations (i.e., without ⋆). We reproduce this last result here, for
completeness.
Theorem 9 (Byers and Rhee, [9]). The system (4), with s = 1, is nonsingular if and only if the
matrix pencils 
λA1 C1
λA2
. . .
. . . Cr−1
Cr λAr
 and

λD1 B1
λD2
. . .
. . . Br−1
Br λDr

are regular and have disjoint spectra.
Our strategy to prove Theorems 5 and 6 for periodic systems (4) relies on several steps.
First, we use the fact that the system is equivalent to a system with triangular coefficients, as
shown in Section 6.1. Second, in Section 6.2, when s = 1 or s = T, we transform the system of
matrix equations with triangular coefficients to an equivalent linear system that is block upper
triangular in a suitable basis (given by an appropriate order of the unknowns). The remaining
case s = H is reduced to the case s = 1 in Section 6.3. Third, we prove in Section 7 that the
diagonal blocks of the matrix coefficient of the resulting block triangular system are invertible if
and only if the conditions in the statement of Theorems 5 and 6 hold.
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5 Reducing the problem to periodic systems
In this section, we are going to show how to reduce the problem of nonsingularity of a general
system (3) to the question on nonsingularity of periodic systems (4) with at most one ⋆ in the
last equation.
5.1 Reduction to an irreducible system
We say that the system (3) of r equations in s unknowns is reducible if there are 0 < k < s
unknowns appearing only in 0 < h < r equations and the remaining s−k unknowns appear only
in the remaining r−h equations. In other words, a reducible system can be partitioned into two
systems with no common unknowns. A system is said to be irreducible if it is not reducible.
Let S be a system of r ordered equations like (3). Let {1, . . . , r} = I1∪· · ·∪Iℓ be a partition of
the set of indices. Then we denote by S(Ij), for j = 1, . . . , ℓ, the system of equations comprising
the equations with indices in Ij .
Proposition 10. Let S be a system (3) with r equations. There exists a partition I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Iℓ
of {1, . . . , r} such that, for each j = 1, . . . , ℓ, the system S(Ij) is irreducible.
Proof. We proceed by strong induction on r. If r = 1 the system has only one equation and
thus it is irreducible. Let r > 1 and consider a system with r equations. If it is irreducible,
then we can choose ℓ = 1 and I1 = {1, . . . , r}. Otherwise, it can be split (by definition) into
two systems with indices in two disjoint nonempty index sets I and J , respectively, such that
I∪J = {1, . . . , r}. The systems S(I) and S(J ) have strictly less than r equations, and therefore,
relying on the inductive hypothesis, they can be split further into irreducible subsystem using
the partitions
I = I1 ∪ . . . ∪ Iℓ1 , J = J1 ∪ . . . ∪ Jℓ2 .
Then, {1, . . . , r} = I1 ∪ . . .∪ Iℓ1 ∪J1 ∪ . . . ∪Jℓ2 yields a decomposition into irreducible systems
with ℓ := ℓ1 + ℓ2 components, and this concludes the proof.
Proposition 10 shows that every system can be split into irreducible systems. To determine if
a system is nonsingular, it is sufficient to answer the same question for its irreducible components,
as stated in the following result.
Proposition 11. Let S be the system (3) with s matrix unknowns, and let I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Iℓ be a
partition of {1, . . . , r} such that each system S(Ij) is irreducible, for j = 1, . . . , ℓ. The system S
is nonsingular if and only if the system S(Ij) is nonsingular, for each j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Proof. We shall show directly that S has a unique solution if and only if S(Ij) has a unique
solution for each j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Any solution of S yields a solution of S(Ij), for each j = 1, . . . , ℓ,
and viceversa. Let us assume that S has two different solutions (X1, . . . , Xs) and (Y1, . . . , Ys).
Then there exists some 1 ≤ p ≤ s such that Xp 6= Yp. If p ∈ Iq, for some 1 ≤ q ≤ ℓ, then
S(Iq) has two different solutions, the first one containing Xp and the second one containing
Yp. Conversely, if not every system S(Ij) is nonsingular, then there is some 1 ≤ q ≤ ℓ such
that either S(Iq) is not consistent or it has two different solutions. In the first case, the whole
system S would not be consistent either. If S(Iq) has two different solutions, (X1, . . . , Xsq ) and
(Y1, . . . , Ysq ), and S(Ij) is consistent, for any j 6= q, then we can construct two different solutions
of S by completing with (X1, . . . , Xsq ) and (Y1, . . . , Ysq ), respectively, a solution of the remaining
S(Ij) for j 6= q.
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Finally, we show that for nonsyngular systems, the number of equations and unknowns in
each irreducible subsystem is the same.
Proposition 12. Let S be the system (3) with r matrix unknowns with size n × n and let
I1∪· · ·∪Iℓ be a partition of {1, . . . , r} such that each system S(Ij) is irreducible, for j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Let rj and sj be the number of matrix equations and unknowns, respectively, of S(Ij). If the
system S has a unique solution then rj = sj, for j = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Proof. If an irreducible system with r̂ equations and ŝ unknowns has a unique solution, then
ŝ ≤ r̂, since otherwise this system, considered as a linear system on the entries of the matrix
unknowns, would have more unknowns than equations.
Now, by contradiction, assume that rj 6= sj , for some 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. Then, since
∑ℓ
j=1 rj =∑ℓ
j=1 sj = r, there exists some 1 ≤ p ≤ ℓ such that rp < sp. Thus the system S(Ip) cannot have
a unique solution, and this contradicts Proposition 11.
The previous results show that, in order to analyze the nonsingularity of a system of r matrix
equations in r matrix unknowns, we may assume that the system is irreducible.
Moreover, Proposition 11 shows that a first step to compute the unique solution of a system
of type (3) consists in splitting the system into irreducible systems and solving them separately.
5.2 Reduction to a system where every unknown appears twice
We consider a nonsingular irreducible system of Sylvester-like equations and we want to prove
that the system can be reduced to another one in which each unknown appears exactly twice
(and in different equations, when the system has at least two equations). For this purpose, we
need the following result.
Theorem 13. Let S be an irreducible system of equations in the form (3) with r > 1 equations
and unknowns. If the unknown Xαk appears in just one equation, say AkX
sk
αk
Bk − CkXtkβkDk =
Ek, then S is nonsingular if and only if Ak and Bk are invertible and the system S˜ formed by
the remaining r − 1 equations is nonsingular. Moreover S˜ is irreducible.
Proof. Note, first, that βk 6= αk, and that the variable Xβk appears again in S˜, otherwise S would
be reducible. Suppose first that S˜ is nonsingular and Ak, Bk are invertible. Then, the unique
solution of S is obtained by first solving S˜ to get the value of all the variables except Xαk , and
then computing Xαk from
Xskαk = A
−1
k (CkX
tk
βk
Dk + Ek)B
−1
k . (14)
If S˜ has more than one solution, for Ak and Bk invertible, then (14) produces multiple solutions
to S. If S˜ has no solution, then clearly S has no solution either. If Ak is singular, let v be a
nonzero vector such that Akv = 0; then, given any solution to (3) we can replace X
sk
αk
with
Xskαk+vu
T, for any u ∈ Cn, obtaining a new solution of (3), so S does not have a unique solution.
A similar argument can be used if Bk is singular.
Moreover, S˜ is irreducible. Otherwise, it could be split in two systems with different un-
knowns, and just one of them would contain Xβk ; adding the kth equation to this last system
would give a partition of the original system S in two systems with different unknowns.
The proof of Theorem 13 shows that, if an irreducible nonsingular system S having r > 1
unknowns contains an unknown appearing just once in S, then we can remove this unknown,
together with its corresponding equation, to get a new irreducible system with r − 1 equations
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and r− 1 unknowns. Notice that the new system may have unknowns appearing just once, that
can be removed if r > 2, using Theorem 13 again.
This elimination procedure can be repeated as long as the number of equations is greater than
one and there is an unknown appearing just once. After a finite number of reductions (using
Theorem 13 repeatedly), we arrive at an irreducible system S˜, which has the same number r˜
of equations and unknowns and either r˜ = 1 or no unknown appears in just one equation. In
both cases, all unknowns in S˜ appear just twice. Moreover, S˜ is nonsingular. Therefore, we can
focus, from now on, on irreducible systems with the same number of equations and unknowns,
and where each unknown appears exactly twice.
5.3 Reduction to a periodic system with at most one ⋆
In Section 5.2 we have proved that, without loss of generality, and regarding nonsingularity, we
can consider irreducible systems of r Sylvester-like equations with r matrix unknowns, any of
which appearing just twice. Now, we want to show that from any system of the latter form, we
can get an equivalent periodic system of the form (4).
We first note that, by renaming the unknowns if necessary, under these assumptions the
system (3) can be written as{
AkX
sk
k Bk − CkXtkk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArX
sr
r Br − CrXtr1 Dr = Er,
(15)
where sk, tk ∈ {1, ⋆}. A way to show this is as follows. Let us start with X1 and choose one of the
two equations containing this unknown (there are at least two as long as the system contains at
least two equations). Let this equation, with appropriate relabeling of the coefficients if needed,
be A1X
s1
1 B1 − C1Xt1α1D1 = E1. Now we look for the other equation containing Xα1 . With
a relabeling of the coefficients if needed, this equation is A2X
s2
α1
B2 − C2Xt2α2D2 = E2, and we
proceed in this way with Xα2 and so on with the remaining unknowns. Note that, during this
process, it cannot happen that αi = αj for i 6= j, since otherwise Xαi would appear more than
twice in the system. Therefore, at some point we end up with αt = 1. If there were some
1 ≤ j ≤ r such that j 6= αi, for all i = 1, . . . , t, then the system would be reducible. Hence, it
must be t = r and, by relabeling the unknowns as αk = k + 1, for k = 1, . . . , r − 1, and αr = 1,
we get the system in the form (15).
We now show that each periodic irreducible system of the form (15) can be reduced to the
simpler form (4), with at most one ⋆. This can be obtained by applying a sequence of ⋆ operations
and renaming of variables, without further linear algebraic manipulations. This is stated in the
following result.
Lemma 14. Given the system of generalized ⋆-Sylvester equations (15), there exists a system of
the type {
A˜kYkB˜k − C˜kYk+1D˜k = E˜k, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
A˜rYrB˜r − C˜rY s1 D˜r = E˜r,
(16)
with s ∈ {1, ⋆}, and uk ∈ {1, ⋆}, for k = 1, . . . , r, such that Y1, . . . , Yr is a solution of (16) if
and only if X1, . . . , Xr, with Xk = Y
uk
k , is a solution of (15).
Moreover, s = 1 if the number of ⋆ symbols appearing among si, ti in the original system (15)
is even, and s = ⋆ if it is odd.
Proof. The proof of this result is constructive, i.e., it is presented in an algorithmic way that
produces the system (16) from (15) by a sequence of transpositions and substitutions of the type
Yk = X
uk
k , from which the statement follows.
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The procedure has r steps. At the first step we consider the first equation. If s1 = ⋆ then we
apply the ⋆ operator to both sides of the equation, obtaining a new equivalent equation with no
star on the first unknown:
A1X
⋆
1B1 − C1Xt12 D1 = E2 ⇐⇒ B⋆1X1A⋆1 −D⋆1(Xt12 )⋆C⋆1 = E⋆1 .
We set Y1 = X1 and (A˜1, B˜1, C˜1, D˜1, E˜1) = (B
⋆
1 , A
⋆
1, D
⋆
1 , C
⋆
1 , E
⋆
1 ). If s1 = 1, then we set Y1 = X1
as well and (A˜1, B˜1, C˜1, D˜1, E˜1) = (A1, B1, C1, D1, E1). In both cases, u1 = 1 and the first
equation has been replaced by A˜1Y1B˜1 − C˜1(Xt12 )s1D˜1 = E˜1. Notice that, for r = 1, we get an
equivalent periodic system of the type (16) and then we are done.
If r > 1, then we continue the first step of the procedure and check the second unknown of
the first equation, namely (X
t1
2 )
s1 , that can be X2 or X
⋆
2 . If the second unknown is X2, then we
set Y2 = X2 and u2 = 1, otherwise we set Y2 = X
⋆
2 and u2 = ⋆. In both cases we get an equation
of the type A˜1Y1B˜1 − C˜1Y2D˜1 = E˜1, with no ⋆ in the unknowns. Replacing X2 by Y u22 also in
the second equation we get a system equivalent to (15) but with no ⋆ in the first equation.
The procedure can be repeated for the remaining equations. The second step works on
the second equation, that now is of the form A2(Y
u2
2 )
s2B2 − C2Xt23 D2 = E2. If (Y u22 )s2 =
X2, then we can take (A˜2, B˜2, C˜2, D˜2, E˜2) = (A2, B2, C2, D2, E2); otherwise, (Y
u2
2 )
s2 = X⋆2 , so
we apply the operator ⋆ to the second equation, obtaining an equivalent one, and hence set
(A˜2, B˜2, C˜2, D˜2, E˜2) = (B
⋆
2 , A
⋆
2, D
⋆
2 , C
⋆
2 , E
⋆
2 ). Then we check if the other unknown appearing in
the resulting equation is X3 or X
⋆
3 , and proceed analogously. After r − 1 steps we arrive at the
last equation, which is of the form ArX
sr
r Br−CrXts1 Dr = Er, with X1 = Y1 and either Xr = Yr
or Xr = Y
⋆
r . Therefore, there are four possible cases
ArYrBr − CrY1Dr = Er, (17)
ArYrBr − CrY ⋆1 Dr = Er, (18)
ArY
⋆
r Br − CrY1Dr = Er, (19)
ArY
⋆
r Br − CrY ⋆1 Dr = Er. (20)
Cases (17) and (18) are already in the form required in (16). For case (19) we apply the ⋆
operator to this equation and arrive at
A˜rYrB˜r − C˜rY ⋆1 D˜r = E˜r,
with (A˜r, B˜r, C˜r, D˜r, E˜r) = (B
⋆
r , A
⋆
r , D
⋆
r , C
⋆
r , E
⋆
r ), and in case (20) we apply again the ⋆ operator
to this equation and we get
A˜rYrB˜r − C˜rY1D˜r = E˜r,
with (A˜r, B˜r, C˜r, D˜r, E˜r) = (B
⋆
r , A
⋆
r , D
⋆
r , C
⋆
r , E
⋆
r ), as above. Therefore, in all cases we arrive at a
system (16).
Each of the transformations performed by the algorithm preserves the parity of the number of
⋆ symbols appearing within the equations, since each change of variables may swap the exponent,
from ⋆ to 1 or vice versa, in the two appearances of each unknown. Therefore, the second part
of the statement follows.
The above results show that we can reduce the problem on the nonsingularity of (3) either
to the problem of the nonsingularity of a periodic system of r generalized Sylvester equations or
to the problem of the nonsingularity of a periodic system of r − 1 generalized Sylvester and one
generalized ⋆-Sylvester equation.
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Algorithm 1 Transformation of a periodic system into a system with just one ⋆. Vectors s and
t contain the transpositions in the original system. The procedure returns the new coefficients,
the vector u so that Yk = X
uk
k , and the symbol tr on Xr+1 = X1 in the last equation (which is
the only entry in both s and t that could be a ⋆ after the procedure).
1: procedure GenerateSystem(Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek, s, t)
2: u1 ← 1 ⊲ u1 is always 1, since Y1 = X1
3: for k = 1, . . . , r do
4: if sk = 1 then
5: (A˜k, B˜k, C˜k, D˜k, E˜k)← (Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek)
6: else
7: (A˜k, B˜k, C˜k, D˜k, E˜k)← (B⋆k , A⋆k, D⋆k, C⋆k , E⋆k)
8: Swap tk ⊲ Swap the value of tk between 1 and ⋆
9: end if
10: if k < r then
11: uk+1 ← tk
12: if tk = ⋆ then
13: Swap sk+1 ⊲ Swap the value of sk+1 between 1 and ⋆
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: return A˜k, B˜k, C˜k, D˜k, E˜k, u, tr
18: end procedure
6 Reduction to a block triangular linear system
In Section 5 we have seen how a nonsingular system of general type (3) can be reduced to one or
more independent periodic systems of the type (4), where all equations are generalized Sylvester
equations except the last one, that is either a generalized Sylvester or a generalized ⋆-Sylvester
equation.
Here we focus on a periodic system of type (4). First, we show in Section 6.1 that it can be
transformed into an equivalent periodic system with triangular coefficients. Then, in Section 6.2
we show that, in the cases s = 1 and s = T, the latter system is a linear system whose coefficient
matrix is block triangular with diagonal blocks of order r or 2r. Finally, in Section 6.3 we show
that the case s = H can be reduced to the case s = 1.
The reduction to a special linear system allows one to deduce useful conditions for the non-
singularity of a system of generalized Sylvester equations and, moreover, to design an efficient
numerical algorithm for its solution.
6.1 Reduction to a system with triangular coefficients
We can multiply by suitable unitary matrices and perform a change of variables on the system
(4) which simultaneously make the matrices Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk upper or lower (quasi-)triangular.
Lemma 15. There exists a change of variables of the form X̂k = Z
H
kXkẐk, with Zk, Ẑk ∈
C
n×n unitary, for k = 1, 2, . . . , r, which simultaneously makes the coefficients Ak, Ck of (4)
upper triangular, and the coefficients Bk, Dk lower triangular, after pre-multiplying and post-
multiplying the kth equation by appropriate unitary matrices Qk and Q̂k, respectively.
Proof. We distinguish the cases s = 1 and s ∈ {T,H}. For both cases, we provide an appropriate
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change of variables to take the system in upper/lower triangular form, based on the periodic
Schur form of certain formal matrix products (see Section 3).
Case s = 1 is already treated in [9]; we report it here for completeness. Let
QHkAkZk = Âk, Q
H
kCkZk+1 = Ĉk, Zr+1 = Z1, k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
with Âk, Ĉk upper triangular, be a periodic Schur form of C
−1
r ArC
−1
r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1, and
Q̂HkB
H
k Ẑk = B̂
H
k , Q̂
H
kD
H
k Ẑk+1 = D̂
H
k , Zr+1 = Zr, k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
with B̂Hk , D̂
H
k upper triangular, be a periodic Schur form of D
−H
r B
H
r D
−H
r−1B
H
r−1 · · ·D−H1 BH1 .
Setting X̂k = Z
H
kXkẐk and multiplying the equations in (4) by Q
H
k from the left, and
by Q̂k from the right yields a transformed system of equations with unknowns X̂k and
upper/lower triangular coefficients, as claimed.
Case s ∈ {H,T} can be handled by considering the periodic Schur form
QHkAkZk = Âk, Q
H
kCkZk+1 = Ĉk, Z2r+1 = Z1,
QHr+kB
s
kZr+k = B̂
s
k, Q
H
r+kD
s
kZr+k+1 = D̂
s
k, k = 1, 2, . . . , r,
of D−sr B
s
rD
−s
r−1B
s
r−1 · · ·D−s1 Bs1C−1r ArC−1r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1.
Performing the change of variables X̂k = Z
H
kXk(Z
s
r+k)
H and multiplying the equations
in (4) by Qk on the left and by (Q
s
r+k)
H on the right yields a system with upper/lower
triangular coefficients in the unknowns X̂k. Note that, for any matrix M , (M
s)H is equal
to M if s = H and M (the complex conjugate) if s = T.
6.2 Reduction to a block upper triangular linear system for s = 1,T
A system like (4) can be seen as a system of n2r equations in n2r unknowns in terms of the
entries of the unknown matrices. This is a linear system for s = 1 or s = T, while in the case
s = H it is not linear over C due to the conjugation. Nevertheless, it can be either transformed
into a linear system over R, by splitting the real and imaginary parts of both the coefficients
and the unknowns (see Section 8.2), or into a linear system over C by doubling the size (see
Section 6.3).
A standard approach to get explicitly the matrix coefficient of the (linear) system associated
with a system of Sylvester-like equations is to exploit the relation vec(AXB) = (BT ⊗ A) vecX
[24, Lemma 4.3.1] where the vec(·) operator maps a matrix into the vector obtained by stacking
its columns one on top of the other, and A ⊗ B is the Kronecker product of A and B, namely
the block matrix with blocks of the type [aijB] (see [24, Ch. 4]).
Relying on the reduction scheme that we have presented in Section 6.1, we may assume that
the coefficients Ak, Ck, and Bk, Dk, in (4) are upper and lower triangular matrices, respectively.
In this case the matrix of the linear system obtained after applying the vec(·) operator has a
nice structure; indeed, performing appropriate row and column permutations to the matrix (in
other words, choosing an appropriate ordering of the unknowns), in Section 6.2.1, we get a block
upper triangular coefficient matrix, with diagonal blocks of dimensions r or 2r.
In the case where s = 1, a characterization for nonsingularity was obtained in [9] (see Theo-
rem 9). The approach followed in that reference is similar to the one we follow here.
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We first deal with the cases s ∈ {1,T}, which are both linear, and for which we can directly
give conditions based on the matrix representing the linear system in the entries of the unknowns.
This is the aim of Section 6.2.1. The case s = H can be reduced to the case s = 1 by using
specific developments which are contained in Section 6.3.
6.2.1 Making the matrix coefficient block triangular
We assume that Ak, Ck are upper triangular and Bk, Dk are lower triangular, for k = 1, . . . , r.
Using the relation vec(AXB) = (BT ⊗ A) vecX we can rewrite the system (4), for the case
s = 1, with r > 1, as the linear system
BT1 ⊗A1 −DT1 ⊗ C1
. . .
. . .
BTr−1 ⊗Ak−1 −DTr−1 ⊗ Cr−1
−DTr ⊗ Cr BTr ⊗ Ar
X = E , (21)
where the empty block entries should be understood as zero blocks, and
X :=
vecX1...
vecXr
 , E :=
vecE1...
vecEr
 .
In the case s = T, with r > 1, we have, instead
BT1 ⊗A1 −DT1 ⊗ C1
. . .
. . .
BTr−1 ⊗Ak−1 −DTr−1 ⊗ Cr−1
−(DTr ⊗ Cr)Pn,n BTr ⊗Ar
X = E , (22)
where Pa,b denotes the commutation matrix, i.e., the permutation matrix such that Pa,b vecX =
vec(XT) for each X ∈ Ra×b [24, Th. 4.3.8].
In the case r = 1, the system is (BT1 ⊗A1−DT1 ⊗C1)X = E for s = 1 and (BT1 ⊗A1− (DT1 ⊗
C1)Pn,n)X = E for s = T.
In the following, we index the components of X by means of the triple (i, j, k), that denotes
the (i, j) entry of Xk. This is just a shorthand for the component (k− 1)n2 + (j − 1)n+ i of X .
Notice that each coordinate of any of the systems (21) and (22) can be obtained by multiplying
one of the r equations of (4) by eTi on the left and by ej on the right, for appropriate 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
We are interested in performing a permutation on systems (21) and (22) that takes them to
block upper triangular form (independently on the presence of the permutation matrix Pn,n).
The next Lemma shows that this is always possible.
Lemma 16. Let Ak, Ck be n×n upper triangular matrices and Bk, Dk be n×n lower triangular
matrices, for k = 1, . . . , r. Let S be the system of n2r equations{
eTi (AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk)ej = (Ek)ij , i, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
eTi (ArXrBr − CrXs1Dr)ej = (Er)ij , i, j = 1, . . . , n,
(23)
in the n2r unknowns xijk, for i, j = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , r, where xijk is the (i, j) entry of Xk.
With a suitable ordering of the equations and unknowns, the coefficient matrix M ∈ Cn
2
r×n
2
r of
the system is block upper triangular, with diagonal blocks of size either r × r or 2r × 2r
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Proof. We define an ordering of the triples (i, j, k) as follows. Define the following ordered sublists
Lii = (i, i, 1), (i, i, 2), . . . , (i, i, r), 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Lij = (i, j, 1), (i, j, 2), . . . , (i, j, r), (j, i, 1), (j, i, 2), . . . , (j, i, r), 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n;
then, we concatenate these sublists in lexicographic order of their index,
L11,L21,L22,L31,L32,L33,L41,L42,L43,L44, . . . ,Ln1,Ln2, . . . ,Lnn. (24)
In the matrix M , we sort the equations (23) (corresponding to rows) and the unknowns xijk
(corresponding to columns) according to this order (24) of the triples (i, j, k). Grouping together
the triples that belong to the same sublist Lij , we obtain a block partition of M with n(n+1)2
block rows and columns, each of size r or 2r, depending on whether i 6= j or i = j.
In order to simplify the notation, we set xi,j,r+1 = xij1 if s = 1 and xi,j,r+1 = xji1 if s = ⋆.
With this choice, xijk and xi,j,k′ belong to the same sublist (Lij or Lji) for any k, k′, and
whenever i ≤ ℓ and j ≤ t the unknown xijk belongs to a sublist that comes before xℓtk.
Since Ak is upper triangular and Bk is lower triangular, for a given (i, j, k) we have
(AkXkBk)ij =
n∑
ℓ=1
(Ak)iℓ
n∑
t=1
(Xk)ℓt(Bk)tj =
n∑
ℓ=i
n∑
t=j
(Ak)iℓ(Xk)ℓt(Bk)tj ,
and similarly for (CkXk+1Dk)ij . Thus the (i, j, k) equation of the system is∑
i≤ℓ
j≤t
(
(Ak)iℓxℓtk(Bk)tj − (Ck)iℓxℓ,t,k+1(Dk)tj
)
= (Ek)ij .
Hence an equation with index in Lij contains only unknowns belonging to the sublist Lij and to
sublists that follow it in the order of (24). This proves that M is block upper triangular.
6.2.2 Characterizing the diagonal blocks
Both from the computational and from the theoretical point of view we are interested in char-
acterizing the structure of the diagonal blocks of the coefficient matrix M associated with the
linear system obtained by applying the permutation of Lemma 16.
Theoretically, this is interesting because the system (4) is nonsingular if and only if the
determinants of all diagonal blocks of M are nonzero. This will allow us to prove Theorems 5
and 6.
Computationally, this is relevant because these are the matrices that allow one to carry out
the block back substitution process to compute the solution of (4), when it is unique.
As already pointed out in Section 6.2.1 the diagonal blocks can be obtained by choosing a
pair (i, j) and selecting the equations given by{
eTi (AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk)ej = (Ek)ij , k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
eTi (ArXrBr − CrXs1Dr)ej = (Er)ij ,
and the ones obtained by the pair (j, i), and removing all the variables with indices different
from (i, j) and (j, i). As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 16, these other variables have indices
(i′, j′, k′) belonging to a subset Li′,j′ that follows Lij in the given order, and hence their value
has already been computed in the back substitution process. When i = j this gives us an r × r
linear system, otherwise we obtain a 2r × 2r linear system. We denote them with Sij , for i ≥ j.
Notice that this procedure can be carried out both in the case s ∈ {1,T} and in the s = H
case, even if in the latter these systems are nonlinear.
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Lemma 17. Let M be the following matrix:
M =

α1 β1
. . .
. . .
. . . βp−1
βp αp
 .
Then, detM =
p∏
k=1
αk − (−1)p
p∏
k=1
βk.
Proof. Use Laplace’s determinant expansion on the first column.
In the cases s ∈ {1,T}, Sii is an r × r linear system in the variables (X1)ii, . . . , (Xr)ii with
coefficient matrix:
Mii :=

(A1)ii(B1)ii −(C1)ii(D1)ii
. . .
. . .
(Ar−1)ii(Br−1)ii −(Cr−1)ii(Dr−1)ii
−(Cr)ii(Dr)ii (Ar)ii(Br)ii
 , (25)
for r > 1 and Mii = (A1)ii(B1)ii − (C1)ii(D1)ii for r = 1.
According to Lemma 17 we have:
detMii =
r∏
k=1
(Ak)ii(Bk)ii −
r∏
k=1
(Ck)ii(Dk)ii . (26)
A similar relation holds also when i > j in the s = 1 case, since Sij can be decoupled into two
r × r systems. More precisely, in the case s = 1, the coefficient matrix of Sij is block diagonal
with two diagonal blocks, the top left block is
Mij :=

(A1)ii(B1)jj −(C1)ii(D1)jj
. . .
. . .
(Ar−1)ii(Br−1)jj −(Cr−1)ii(Dr−1)jj
−(Cr)ii(Dr)jj (Ar)ii(Br)jj
 , (27)
for r > 1 and Mij = (A1)ii(B1)jj − (C1)ii(D1)jj for r = 1, while the lower bottom block, Mji,
is obtained exchanging the roles of i and j. From Lemma 17 we get:
detMij =
r∏
k=1
(Ak)ii(Bk)jj −
r∏
k=1
(Ck)ii(Dk)jj . (28)
In the case s = T, instead, the systems Sij form a 2r × 2r linear system in the variables
(Xk)ij , (Xk)ji, for k = 1, . . . , r, with coefficient matrix
Mij :=
[
Bij −(Cr)ii(Dr)jjereT1
−(C1)jj(D1)iiereT1 Bji
]
, (29)
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where
Bij =

(A1)ii(B1)jj −(C1)ii(D1)jj
. . .
. . .
. . . −(Cr−1)ii(Dr−1)jj
(Ar)ii(Br)jj
 .
Thanks, again, to Lemma 17, this matrix has determinant equal to
detMij =
r∏
k=1
(Ak)ii(Bk)ii(Ak)jj(Bk)jj −
r∏
k=1
(Ck)ii(Dk)ii(Ck)jj(Dk)jj . (30)
6.3 Linearizing the case s = H
We have already mentioned that, when s = H, the system (4) is not linear over the complex field,
since it involves not only the entries of the matrix X1 but also their conjugates. A method to
transform it into a linear system over C is as follows: in addition to the equations of the system,
we consider the equations obtained by taking their conjugate transpose, namely
BHkX
H
k A
H
k −DHkXHk+1CHk = EHk , k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
BrX
H
r Ar −DHrX1CHr = EHr .
If we consider Xk and X
H
k as two separate variables, then this is a system of 2r generalized
Sylvester equations in 2r matrix unknowns. We prove more formally that this process produces
an equivalent system.
Lemma 18. The system (4) is nonsingular if and only if the system
AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArXrBr − CrXr+1Dr = Er,
BHkXr+kA
H
k −DHkXr+k+1CHk = EHk , k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
BHr X2rA
H
r −DHrX1CHr = EHr
(31)
is nonsingular.
Proof. We may consider only the case in which Ek = 0: checking nonsingularity corresponds
to checking that there are no solutions to this homogenous system apart from the trivial one
Xk = 0, for k = 1, . . . , r.
Let us first assume that (4) has a nonzero solution (X1, . . . , Xr). Then (X1, . . . , Xr, X
H
1 , . . . , X
H
r )
is a nonzero solution of (31).
Conversely, if (X1, . . . , Xr, Xr+1, . . . , X2r) is a nonzero solution of (31), then (X1+X
H
r+1, . . . , Xr+
XH2r) is a solution of (4). If (X1 +X
H
r+1, . . . , Xr +X
H
2r) = 0, then Xr+i = −XHi , for i = 1, . . . , r,
and then i(X1, . . . , Xr) is a nonzero solution of (4).
Remark 19. The proof of Lemma 18 does not work if one replaces H with T everywhere: it breaks
in the final part, because i(X1, . . . , Xr) is not necessarily a solution of (4) with ⋆ = T. Indeed,
Lemma 18 is false with T instead of H. Let us consider, for instance, the case n = r = 1 and
the equation x1 + x
T
1 = 2x1 = 0. This equation has only the trivial solution, but the linearized
system {
z1 + z2 = 0
z1 + z2 = 0
has infinitely many solutions.
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Another relevant difference between the ⋆ = T and the ⋆ = H cases is the following. System
(4) is nonsingular if and only if the system obtained after replacing the minus sign in the last
equation by a plus sign{
AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk = Ek, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ArXrBr + CrX
H
1 Dr = Er
(32)
is nonsingular. To see this, reduce again to the case Ek = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , r and note that
if (X1, . . . , Xr) is a nonzero solution of (4) then i(X1, . . . , Xr) is a nonzero solution of (32), and
viceversa. This property no longer holds true with s = T.
7 Proofs of the main results
Here we prove Theorems 5–6, with the aid of all previous developments. We start with Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 5. We can consider only the case in which Ei = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Using the
periodic Schur form of the formal products (10) we may consider the equivalent system (see the
proof of Lemma 15) {
ÂkXkB̂k − ĈkXk+1D̂k = 0, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ÂrXrB̂r − ĈrX1D̂r = 0,
where, for each k, the matrices Âk and Ĉk are upper triangular and B̂k and D̂k are lower
triangular. If the formal products (10) are regular, then their eigenvalues are the ratios λi :=∏r
k=1
(Âk)ii
(Ĉk)ii
, µi :=
∏r
k=1
(D̂k)ii
(B̂k)ii
, respectively, for i = 1, . . . , n (they are allowed to be ∞).
With this triangularity assumption, in Lemma 16 we have shown that the system of Sylvester
equations is equivalent to a block upper triangular system whose matrix coefficient has determi-
nant δ :=
∏n
i,j=1 det(Mij), where Mij is defined in (25) and (27).
In summary, the system of Sylvester equations is nonsingular if and only if δ 6= 0, which,
using (26) and (28), is equivalent to requiring
r∏
k=1
(Âk)ii(B̂k)jj 6=
r∏
k=1
(Ĉk)ii(D̂k)jj , i, j = 1, . . . , n. (33)
If δ 6= 0, then it cannot happen that ∏k(Âk)ii and ∏k(Ĉk)ii are both zero or that ∏k(B̂k)ii
and
∏
k(D̂k)ii are both zero and thus the formal products are regular. Moreover, condition (33)
implies that λi 6= µj for any i, j = 1, . . . , n and thus the two products have disjoint spectra.
On the contrary, if δ = 0 then the equality holds in (33) for some i and j. One can check
that this condition implies that either one of the two formal products is singular or λi = µj and
they cannot have disjoint spectra.
We now give the proof of Theorem 6 separating the cases ⋆ = T and ⋆ = H since the techniques
we use are different.
Proof of Theorem 6 for ⋆ = T. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5, we use the periodic
Schur form of the formal product (11) to get the equivalent system (see the proof of Lemma 15){
ÂkXkB̂k − ĈkXk+1D̂k = 0, k = 1, . . . , r − 1,
ÂrXrB̂r − ĈrXT1 D̂r = 0,
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where, for each k, the matrices Âk and Ĉk are upper triangular and B̂k and D̂k are lower
triangular. If the formal product (10) is regular, then its eigenvalues are the ratios λi :=∏r
k=1
(Âk)ii(B̂k)ii
(Ĉk)ii(D̂k)ii
, for i = 1, . . . , n.
With this triangularity assumption, in Lemma 16 we have shown that the previous system
is equivalent to a block upper triangular system whose coefficient matrix has determinant δ :=
n∏
i=1
det(Mii)
n∏
i,j=1
i<j
det(Mij), with Mii as in (25) and Mij , for i 6= j, as in (29).
In summary, the system of Sylvester-like equations is nonsingular if and only if δ 6= 0, that,
using (26) and (30), is equivalent to requiring
r∏
k=1
(Âk)ii(B̂k)ii 6=
r∏
k=1
(Ĉk)ii(D̂k)ii , i = 1, . . . , n,
r∏
k=1
(Âk)ii(B̂k)ii(Âk)jj(B̂k)jj 6=
r∏
k=1
(Ĉk)ii(D̂k)ii(Ĉk)jj(D̂k)jj , i 6= j.
(34)
If δ 6= 0, then it cannot happen that ∏k(Âk)ii(B̂k)ii and ∏k(Ĉk)ii(D̂k)ii are both zero, for some
i, thus the formal product (10) is regular. Moreover, conditions (34) imply that{
λi 6= 1, i = 1, . . . , n
λi 6= λ−1j , i 6= j,
and this implies in turn that the spectrum Λ(Π) \ {−1} is reciprocal free and the multiplicity of
{−1} is at most one.
On the contrary, if δ = 0 then the equality holds in (34) above for some i or below for some
pair (i, j), with i 6= j. One can check that this condition implies that one of the following cases
holds: (a) the formal product is singular; (b) λi = 1, for some i, and thus Λ(Π) \ {−1} is not
reciprocal free; (c) λi = 1/µj 6= −1, for some i 6= j, and thus Λ(Π) \ {−1} is not reciprocal free;
(d) λi = 1/µj = −1 and the multiplicity of −1 is greater than 1.
Using Lemma 18, the following argument allows us to obtain Theorem 6 with ⋆ = H directly
as a consequence of Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 6 for ⋆ = H. Let us start from a system of the form (4) with s = H. Lemma 18
shows that it is nonsingular if and only if the larger linear system (31) is nonsingular. System (31)
is a system of 2r generalized Sylvester equations with s = 1. Hence we can apply Theorem 5 to
this system, obtaining that (31) is nonsingular if and only if the two formal products
Π1 := Π = D
−H
r B
H
r D
−H
r−1B
H
r−1 · · ·D−H1 BH1 C−1r ArC−1r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1
and
Π2 := C
H
r A
−H
r C
H
r−1A
−H
r−1 · · ·CH1 A−H1 DrB−1r Dr−1B−1r−1 · · ·D1B−11
are regular and have no common eigenvalues. If λ1, λ2, . . . , λn denote the eigenvalues of Π1, then
the eigenvalues of the formal product
Π−H2 := C
−1
r ArC
−1
r−1Ar−1 · · ·C−11 A1D−Hr BHr D−Hr−1BHr−1 · · ·D−H1 BH1
are again λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, because Π
−H
2 differs from Π1 only by a cyclic permutation of the factors.
This proves that the eigenvalues of Π2 are (λ1)
−1, (λ2)
−1, . . . , (λn)
−1, so they are distinct from
those of Π1 if and only if Λ(Π1) is a H-reciprocal free set.
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This proof shows clearly the connection between the condition on a single formal product in
Theorem 5 and the condition on two products in Theorem 6. Unfortunately, we were unable to
find a simple modification of this argument that works for the case ⋆ = T, mostly due to the
issue presented in Remark 19.
8 An O(n3r) algorithm for computing the solution
Here we describe an efficient algorithm for the solution of a nonsingular system of r Sylvester-like
equations (3) of size n×n. We follow the big-oh notation O(·), as in [23], for both large and small
quantities, and we use the number of floating point operations (flops) as a complexity measure.
The tools needed to develop the algorithm are the same used, in the previous sections, for
the nonsingularity results. In the description of the algorithm we focus on the complex case and
so we consider triangular coefficients. However, a solution with quasitriangular forms in case of
real data can be done following a similar procedure.
We proceed through the following steps:
1. (Step 1) We perform a suitable number of substitutions, changes and elimination of vari-
ables, in order to transform the system into irreducible systems of periodic form (4), as
described in Section 5.
2. (Step 2) For each (irreducible) periodic system, we compute a periodic Schur decomposition
to reduce the coefficients, say Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, to upper and lower triangular forms, as
described in Section 6.1.
3. (Step 3) Since the resulting systems can be seen as essentially block triangular linear
systems (as described in Section 6.2.1), we solve them by back substitution.
4. (Step 4) We compute the value of the variables that have been eliminated in Step 1 (using
Theorem 13).
This section describes how to handle these steps algorithmically. Moreover, we perform an
analysis of the computational costs, showing that the solution can be computed in O(n3r) flops,
and we prove a backward stability result for the computed solution.
We discuss Step 1 in Section 8.1. Step 2 amounts to computing a periodic Schur factorization,
which can be carried out in O(n3r) flops; we refer to [7] for details concerning it.
Step 3 is the one that requires more discussion; we devote Sections 8.2–8.4 to it. Moreover,
we perform a backward error analysis for the resulting algorithm in Section 8.6. We focus on the
case s = ⋆, since the case s = 1 can be found in [9]. The cases ⋆ = T and ⋆ = H are handled in
a similar way, but the former is easier to describe since the associated system is linear, without
the need of separating the real and imaginary parts. We describe accurately the procedure for
⋆ = T, and briefly explain the modifications needed for ⋆ = H. The procedure for r = 1 is the
same as the one proposed in [13], and thus our algorithm can be seen as a generalization of the
one presented in [13].
Finally, Step 4 amounts to applying formula (14) several times.
8.1 An algorithm for the reduction step
We describe how Step 1 can be implemented in O(r) operations. This requires concepts and tools
from graph theory, that can be found in [12]. Technically, there are no floating-point operations,
so one could argue that this step has cost 0 in our model, but nevertheless it is useful to have
an efficient way to perform it on a real-world computer.
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Consider the undirected multigraph with self loops in which the nodes are the unknowns
X1, . . . , Xr, and there is an edge (Xi, Xj) for each equation in which Xi and Xj appear. A self
loop arises when an equation contains just one variable, and multiple edges arise when the same
two unknowns appear in several equations.
Reducing the system into irreducible subsystems corresponds to identifying the connected
components of this graph, which can be done with O(r) operations, since it has r edges. We
now consider each connected component S(Ik) separately; if the system is irreducible, the cor-
responding subgraph (Vk, Ek) has rk nodes and rk edges (see Theorem 12). Removing from Ek
the self loops and the repeated edges (leaving just one of them for each occurrence), we get a
connected subgraph (Vk, E˜k). If (Vk, Ek) had two self loops or one self-loop and a multiple edge
or two multiple edges or a multiple edge with more than two edges, then (Vk, E˜k) would be a
connected graph with less than rk − 1 edges and rk nodes and this cannot happen. Thus, there
are three possible cases:
Case 1. (Vk, Ek) has no self loops and no multiple edges;
Case 2. (Vk, Ek) has one self loop and no multiple edges;
Case 3. (Vk, Ek) has no self loops and one double edge.
After removing the self loop or the double edge (if any), choose an arbitrary node of the
resulting graph (Vk, E˜k) as root, and perform a graph visit using breadth-first search (BFS, [12]).
Since (Vk, E˜k) is connected, this visit will find all its vertices and form a predecessor subgraph T
that contains rk − 1 edges of (Vk, E˜k) [12]. In any of the three cases above, T is a tree obtained
from (Vk, E˜k) removing one edge; let (i, j) be this missing edge.
The two nodes i, j are connected by a path in T via their least common ancestor. In Case
1 this path can be determined from the predecessor subgraph structure: for instance, build the
paths from i and j to the root of T and remove their common final part; in Case 2, we have i = j
and the path is empty; in Case 3, the path is the edge in T connecting i and j. Together with the
removed edge (i, j), this path forms a cycle (C, EC) in (Vk, Ek). The graph (Vk, Ek \ EC) contains
no cycles, because it is a subgraph of the predecessor subgraph. Moreover, in (Vk, Ek \ EC) each
node is connected to exactly one node of the cycle C (because if it were connected to more than
one, this would form a cycle in T ). Hence, (Vk, Ek \ EC) is a collection of trees, each containing
exactly one node of C. We perform a visit of each of these trees, starting from its unique node
c ∈ C. The variables corresponding to the nodes other than c in this tree can be eliminated one
by one, starting from the leaves (in the reverse of the order in which they are discovered by the
BFS), with the elimination step described in Section 5.2, which removes a degree-1 tree from the
graph. This elimination procedure reduces the system of equations associated to Vk to the one
associated to C, which is a periodic system.
All the steps described above can easily be implemented with O(r) operations—O(rk) for each
connected component—just by operations on the indices. Once we have identified which cycles
are formed, the coefficients can be swapped, transposed and conjugated as needed in O(n2r)
operations (in-place, if one wishes to minimize the space overhead).
8.2 Solving the triangular system
We consider the block-triangular system (23) with s = T, ordered according to (24), as described
in Lemma 16. This system is block upper triangular with n(n+1)2 diagonal blocks of order r and
2r. We refer to the linear systems corresponding to these diagonal blocks as the small systems
Sij .
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We provide in this section a high-level overview of the solution of this system by block back
substitution, and in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 we describe how to perform it within the required
computational cost.
At each of the n(n+1)2 steps of the back substitution process, we need to solve a square linear
system of the form:
MijXij = Eij −Fij , (35)
with Mij as in (25) (when i = j) or (29) (when i 6= j); the vector Xij has r (if i = j) or 2r (if
i 6= j) components, obtained by stacking vertically all the entries (X1)ii, . . . , (Xr)ii (when i = j)
or (X1)ij , . . . , (Xr)ij followed by (X1)ji, . . . , (Xr)ji (when i 6= j); the vector Fij is defined as
Fij :=
{
wii if i = j,[ wij
wji
]
otherwise,
where wij is given by
wij :=
vij1...
vijr
 , vijk := ∑
s≥i,t≥j
(s,t) 6=(i,j)
(
(Ak)is(Xk)st(Bk)tj − (Ck)is(Xk+1)st(Dk)tj
)
; (36)
and Eij contains all the entries in position (i, j) (when i = j) or (i, j) and (j, i) (when i 6= j)
of E1, . . . , Er stacked vertically, according to the order in Fij . We identify Xr+1 with X⋆1 for
simplicity.
Note that the values of the unknowns appearing in Fij have been already computed if the
linear systems are solved by block back substitution in the reverse of the order in (24).
The case s = H can be handled in a similar way, even if the associated system S is nonlinear.
In Section 6.3, we have seen how the system can be linearized over C by doubling the number
of equations. In order to use real arithmetic, here we follow a different approach: we consider
it as a larger linear system over R of double the dimension in the variables re(Xij) and im(Xij).
More precisely, the system Sii, when s = H, is equivalent to the linear system over R defined, for
r > 1, by
α1 β1
. . .
. . .
. . . βr−1
βr αr


Z1
...
Zr−1
Zr
 =

U1
...
Ur−1
Ur
 ,

Zk =
[
re(Xk)ii
im(Xk)ii
]
,
Uk =
[
re((Ek)ii − (vii)k)
im((Ek)ii − (vii)k)
]
,
where αk, βk are 2× 2 matrices defined, respectively, by[
re((Ak)ii(Bk)ii) − im((Ak)ii(Bk)ii)
im((Ak)ii(Bk)ii) re((Ak)ii(Bk)ii)
]
, −
[
re((Ck)ii(Dk)ii) − im((Ck)ii(Dk)ii)
im((Ck)ii(Dk)ii) re((Ck)ii(Dk)ii)
]
,
when k < r, and by[
re((Ar)ii(Br)ii) − im((Ar)ii(Br)ii)
im((Ar)ii(Br)ii) re((Ar)ii(Br)ii)
]
, −
[
re((Cr)ii(Dr)ii) im((Cr)ii(Dr)ii)
im((Cr)ii(Dr)ii) − re((Cr)ii(Dr)ii)
]
,
when k = r. Notice that the only differences between the two cases are the signs in the matrix
on the right; this is due to the conjugation appearing in the last equation.
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For r = 1, the matrix coefficient is[
re((A1)ii(B1)ii) − im((A1)ii(B1)ii)
im((A1)ii(B1)ii) re((A1)ii(B1)ii)
]
−
[
re((C1)ii(D1)ii) im((C1)ii(D1)ii)
im((C1)ii(D1)ii) − re((C1)ii(D1)ii)
]
.
The systems obtained for Sij are defined similarly.
We will show, in Section 8.3, that the components vijk can be computed recursively so that,
for each (i, j), the computation of Fij requires only O(nr) flops.
Moreover, we will show, in Section 8.4, that the system MijXij = Eij − Fij , once the right-
hand side term has been computed, can be solved in linear time, that is in O(r) flops, thanks to
the special structure of the matrix Mij .
With all the above tools we can formulate Algorithm 2 to compute the solution of a periodic
system of r generalized Sylvester equations whose coefficients are in upper and lower triangular
form as in Section 6.1. Besides the computation of the solution Xk, the routine also computes
the matrices XkBk and Xk+1Dk, here denoted X
B
k and X
D
k , respectively, which are needed for
an efficient computation of the right-hand side Eij −Fij of the linear system.
Algorithm 2 Solution of a periodic system of generalized ⋆-Sylvester equations
1: procedure GeneralizedStarSylvesterSystem(Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek)
2: for k = 1, . . . , r do
3: Xk ← 0n×n ⊲ we store the solution here
4: XBk ← 0n×n ⊲ storage for XBk
5: XDk ← 0n×n ⊲ storage for XDk
6: end for
7: for (i, j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}2 with i ≥ j, in the reverse of the ordering (24) do
8: Fij ← ComputeF(Xk, XBk , XDk , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, i, j)
9: x← SolveIntermediateSystem(Mij , Eij −Fij)
10: for k = 1, . . . , r do
11: [Xk]ij ← xk
12: [XBk ]ij ← (eTi Xk)(Bkej)
13: [XDk ]ij ← (eTi Xk+1)(Dkej) ⊲ with the convention Xr+1 = X⋆1
14: if i 6= j then
15: [Xk]ji ← xr+k
16: [XBk ]ji ← (eTjXk)(Bkei)
17: [XDk ]ji ← (eTjXk+1)(Dkei) ⊲ with the convention Xr+1 = X⋆1
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: return Xk
22: end procedure
Section 8.3 is devoted to describe the routineComputeF, that computes Fij in the right-hand
side of the systems Sij , while Section 8.4 describes the solution of the system, that is the routine
SolveIntermediateSystem. An algorithmic description of the former is given in Algorithm 3,
while the latter procedure is outlined in algorithmic form in the proof of Lemma 22. A FORTRAN
implementation of the algorithm is available at https://github.com/numpi/starsylv/.
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8.3 Computing the term Fij
The computation of the term Fij , if evaluated directly using Equation (36), requires O(n2r)
multiplications and additions. However, by reusing some intermediate quantities computed in
the previous steps, the computation can be carried out in O(nr) flops.
We rearrange the first term in the definition of vijk (and similarly for vjik) as follows:∑
s≥i,t≥j
(s,t) 6=(i,j)
(Ak)is(Xk)st(Bk)tj =
∑
t>j
(Ak)ii(Xk)it(Bk)tj +
∑
s>i,t≥j
(Ak)is(Xk)st(Bk)tj .
The first summand in the right-hand side of the above equation can be computed in O(n) flops
for a given k, so we only need to deal with the efficient evaluation of the latter summand. We
can re-arrange it as follows:∑
s>i,t≥j
(Ak)is(Xk)st(Bk)tj =
∑
s>i
(Ak)is
∑
t≥j
(Xk)st(Bk)tj︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:(X
B
k )sj
=:
∑
s>i
(Ak)is(X
B
k )sj ,
and this can be computed in O(n) flops if (XBk )sj , for s > i, is known. After solving the block
with indices Lij , we compute and store (XBk )ij and (XBk )ji (if different), and use them in the
subsequent steps. Notice that the computation of (XBk )ij requires only O(n) operations since
(XBk )ij is the element in position (i, j) of the product XkBk, and it depends only on entries of
Xk that have already been computed, thanks to the triangular structure of Bk.
In Algorithm 2, (XBk )sj has been precomputed in the previous steps, after the computation
of (Xk)sj . Thus, we can evaluate the first addend of vijk by computing a summation of O(n)
elements, so by means of O(n) flops.
Setting Xr+1 := X
⋆
1 , a similar formula holds for the second term, which can be written as∑
s≥i,t≥j
(s,t) 6=(i,j)
(Ck)is(Xk+1)st(Dk)tj =
∑
t>j
(Ck)ii(Xk+1)it(Dk)tj +
∑
s>i
(Ck)is
∑
t>j
(Xk+1)st(Dk)tj︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=(X
D
k )sj
,
and can be computed in O(n) by storing the computed (XDk )sj at every step, as with (X
B
k )sj .
An algorithmic description of the above process, which can be plugged directly into Algo-
rithm 2, is given in Algorithm 3, and clearly requires O(nr) arithmetic operations. Notice that in
Algorithm 3 all scalar products are computed on the complete rows and columns of the matrices
X1, . . . , Xr. This is for notational convenience, but the formulation of Algorithm 3 is equivalent
to (36), thanks to the initialization to zero of Xk, X
B
k , and X
D
k , for k = 1, . . . , r. Nevertheless,
in the implementation it is convenient to skip all the entries that are known to be zero.
Remark 20. In Algorithm 2, we have shown that it is possible to compute (XBk )ij and (X
D
k )ij
after the solution of the linear system. In fact, a careful look at the algorithm shows that the
scalar products
[XBk ]ij ← (eTi Xk)(Bkej), [XDk ]ij ← (eTi Xk+1)(Dkej)
can be avoided. All non-zero elements in the above summations, except the ones corresponding to
the diagonal entries of Xk and Bk or Dk, are already computed and summed up in ComputeF.
Thus, the entries in position (i, j) of XBk and X
D
k can be computed with an O(1) update of these
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Algorithm 3 Subroutines used to compute the entries of Fij , which is part of the right-hand
side of the linear system.
1: procedure ComputeF(Xk, X
B
k , X
D
k , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, i, j)
2: if i = j then
3: F ← ComputeW(Xk, XBk , XDk , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, i, j)
4: else
5: F (1 : r)← ComputeW(Xk, XBk , XDk , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, i, j)
6: F (r + 1 : 2r)← ComputeW(Xk, XBk , XDk , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, j, i)
7: end if
8: return F
9: end procedure
10: procedure ComputeW(Xk, X
B
k , X
D
k , Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, i, j)
11: F ← 0r
12: for k = 1, . . . , r do
13: f1 ← (Ak)ii(eTi Xk)(Bkej) + (eTi Ak)(XBk ej)
14: f2 ← (Ck)ii(eTi Xk+1)(Dkej) + (eTi Ck)(XDk ej) ⊲ With Xr+1 = X⋆1
15: Fk ← f1 + f2
16: end for
17: return F
18: end procedure
partial sums. This does not change the asymptotic cost, but slightly improves the timing and it
has been exploited in the implementation. However, we decided to avoid describing it in detail
in the pseudocode for the sake of simplicity.
Remark 21. For simplicity, both here in the pseudocode and in the implementation used in the
experiments, we have allocated 2rn2 additional memory entries to store the matrices XBk and
XDk . However, it is possible to implement the algorithm allocating with only O(r+n) additional
memory if one can overwrite the input matrices Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk, Ek. Indeed, while computing
the periodic Schur form as described in Lemma 15, one can use the upper triangular part of
Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk to store Âk, B̂k, Ĉk, D̂k and their lower triangular parts to store in compressed
format the orthogonal matrices Qk, Q̂k, Zk, Ẑk. Then, one overwrites Ek with Êk. Afterwards,
the matrices Qk, Q̂k are not needed anymore, and with some index juggling one can overwrite
the rn(n − 1) entries used to store them with the entries of XBk and XDk , discarding those that
are not needed anymore. The entries of the solution Xk can overwrite those of Êk.
8.4 Solving the small linear systems
We describe how to efficiently solve the linear system (35) involving the matrix Mij . The cases
i = j and i 6= j are different in the dimension of the matrix, but share the same structure, so we
can handle them at the same time. More precisely, we have the following result for ⋆ = T.
Lemma 22. Let M be an ℓ× ℓ matrix such that the elements in position (i, j) are allowed to be
nonzero only if 0 ≤ j − i ≤ 1 or if (i, j) = (ℓ, 1). Then M admits a QR factorization M = QR
where R is upper bidiagonal except in the last column, and Q is a product of ℓ−1 plane rotations.
Proof. The proof is constructive and by induction. The case ℓ = 1 is trivial, so let us assume
that we have an (ℓ+ 1)× (ℓ+ 1) matrix M , so that we can compute a rotation G acting on the
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first and last row that annihilates the elements in position (ℓ + 1, 1). More precisely
GM = G

× ×
. . .
. . .
× ×
× ×
 =

a1 b1 x1
M˜
 ,
where M˜ has the same shape as M , but is of size ℓ × ℓ. Therefore, we can factorize M˜ = Q˜R˜,
with Q˜ being the product of ℓ− 1 rotations. Setting Q := G⋆ [ 1 00 Q ] and
R =

a1 b1 x1
R˜

concludes the proof.
The above proof shows that the matrices Q and R can be computed in O(ℓ), and then the
linear system Mx = QRx = y can be solved in O(ℓ) by the application of O(ℓ) rotations to y
(each of these operations can be done in O(1)) and by a back substitution, that, thanks to the
sparsity of R, can be computed in O(ℓ) as well.
In our case the matrix of the linear system has ℓ ∈ {r, 2r}, so we can solve each intermediate
linear system in O(r).
The case ⋆ = H is not much different, since the matrices Mij of the linear system are block
bidiagonal (except for the block at the end of the first column), with 2 × 2 blocks. In fact, the
matrices Mij can be brought into upper triangular form using about 5r rotations, and the upper
triangular form enjoys a block bidiagonal form that allows us to solve the linear system in O(r).
Lemma 22 can be easily converted into a routine and provides a possible implementation for
SolveIntermediateSystem in Algorithm 2. An implementation for this routine can be found
in the code used for the tests, available at https://github.com/numpi/starsylv/.
8.5 Computational cost and storage
We evaluate the total computational cost of the algorithm (in terms of floating-point operations)
by taking into account the cost of all single steps.
Step 1 requires only some bookkeeping and possibly swapping and transposing matrices in
memory, but no floating point operations. This step produces several periodic systems; let
r1, r2, . . . , rm be their sizes, with r1+ · · ·+ rm ≤ r. We prove that each of these systems is solved
using O(n3ri) flops.
Step 2 (for the ith periodic system of size ri) requires computing a periodic Schur form, which
costs O(n3ri) with the algorithm of [7]. Once the periodic Schur form has been computed, the
changes of variables amount to O(ri) products between n× n matrices.
In Step 3, the method described in Section 8.3 allows one to compute each of the n(n+1)2
terms Fij in O(nri) flops, and Section 8.4 shows how to solve in O(ri) flops the linear systems
required in each of the n(n+1)2 back substitution steps. The total amount of flops required by
this step is, thus, O(n3ri).
Step 4 requires applying formula (14) (which costs O(n3) to compute) once for each remaining
variable, that is, at most r − 1 times.
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Combining all the above steps we obtain an algorithm with a total cost of O(n3r) flops.
Moreover, the only storage required is the one of O(r) matrices of size n × n, so the storage
required is O(n2r), which is optimal (given that the same amount of storage is required to store
the solutions).
Remark 23. Step 1 requires some discrete computations on the indices to identify the periodic
systems and eliminate variables and equations; we have ignored them here since they involve no
floating-point operations, but we have shown in Section 8.1 that they can be performed in O(r)
operations with the help of a graph algorithm.
8.6 Backward error analysis
Here we provide a backward error analysis of the algorithm described in the previous sections.
We use the standard floating point number model with unit roundoff u and, for an expression ℓ,
we denote by fl(ℓ) the computed value of ℓ using floating point operations. We use the notation
γk :=
cku
1− cku ,
where c denotes a small constant, whose exact value is not relevant (see [23, p. 68]).
We assume that all linear systems Ax = b that are encountered are solved using a backward
stable method. More precisely, we say that an algorithm to solve a linear system Ax = b, with
A ∈ Cm×m, has backward error εA if the computed solution x˜ = fl(A−1b) is the exact solution of
a perturbed system (A+δA)x˜ = b, with ‖δA‖2/‖A‖2 ≤ εA. Note that only the coefficient matrix
is perturbed (see [23, Th. 19.5] and the following discussion for an explanation). In the case of
solving the system with the QR factorization using s Givens rotations, as we do in Section 8.4
with s = O(r), this quantity can be taken as εA = m · γs (see p. 368 and Theorem 19.10 in [23]).
The factor m comes from the fact that the bound in [23] is only given column-wise and
‖ColjA‖2 ≤ ‖A‖2 ≤
√
m‖A‖1 =
√
m max
j=1,...,m
‖ColjA‖1 ≤ m maxj=1,...,m‖ColjA‖2, (37)
for all j = 1, . . . ,m, where ColjA is the jth column of A (see, for instance, [23, Tables 6.1 and
6.2] for the last two inequalities).
We obtain a backward error result formulating the problem as a vectorized linear system.
For simplicity, we will focus on periodic systems with upper and lower triangular coefficients in
Theorem 24. The general case will be commented right after the proof.
Theorem 24. Consider a system of equations of the form (4), with Ak, Ck, B
T
k , D
T
k being upper
triangular, and let MX = E be its vectorized form, where M ∈ Crn
2
×rn
2
if ⋆ = T, or M ∈
R
2rn
2
×2rn
2
if ⋆ = H.
When implemented in standard floating-point arithmetic, the algorithm described in Sec-
tions 8.2–8.4 produces a result X˜ satisfying
(M + δM)X˜ = E + δE , (38)
with ‖δM‖2/‖M‖2 ≤ r γr + γn2(1 + r γr), ‖δE‖2/‖E‖2 ≤ γn2 .
Remark 25. The reader may wonder if a stronger form of structured backward stability holds:
the algorithm should produce matrices that satisfy
(Ak + δAk)X˜
sk
αk
(Bk + δBk)− (Ck + δCk)X˜tkβk(Dk + δDk) = Ek + δEk k = 1, . . . , r,
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with ‖δSk‖2/‖Sk‖2 being small, for S = A,B,C,D,E. Unfortunately, algorithms of this family
fail to be structurally backward stable even in the simplest case of a single Sylvester equation
AX −XD = E, as shown in [22, §16.2] (see also the discussion in [9] for the case s = 1).
Note that Theorem 24 is nevertheless sufficient to show that the residual of each equation
Rk = ‖AkX˜skαkBk − CkX˜
tk
βk
Dk − Ek‖F , for k = 1, 2, . . . , r, is small. Indeed, ‖M X˜ − E‖2 =√∑r
k=1 R
2
k satisfies (see [23, Thm 7.1])
‖M X˜ − E‖2
‖M‖2‖X˜ ‖2 + ‖E‖2
≤ max
(‖δM‖2
‖M‖2
,
‖δE‖2
‖E‖2
.
)
In order to prove Theorem 24, we need the following technical results.
Lemma 26. Let N ∈ Cm×m and x, y ∈ Cm, with x, y 6= 0, be such that
y = (N +∆N)x,
‖∆N‖2
‖N‖2
≤ ε, (39)
for some ε > 0. Let δy ∈ Cm be such that
‖δy‖2
‖y‖2
≤ κ, (40)
for some κ > 0. Then y + δy = (N + δN)x, for some δN ∈ Cm×m with ‖δN‖2‖N‖
2
≤ ε+ κ(1 + ε).
Proof. From (39) and (40) we get
‖δy‖2 ≤ κ‖y‖2 ≤ κ (‖N‖2 + ‖∆N‖2) ‖x‖2 ≤ κ(1 + ε)‖N‖2‖x‖2. (41)
Now, setting N˜ := ‖x‖−22 · (δy)xH, we have N˜x = δy and ‖N˜‖2 = ‖δy‖2/‖x‖2, so ‖δy‖2 =
‖N˜‖2‖x‖2. Then, by (41),
‖N˜‖2 ≤ κ(1 + ε)‖N‖2. (42)
Finally, taking δN := ∆N + N˜ , and using (42), we arrive at ‖δN‖2 ≤ ‖∆N‖2 + ‖N˜‖2 ≤
(ε+ κ(1 + ε))‖N‖2.
Lemma 27. Consider a square linear system of the form Fx = b−∑sk=1Nkck, where F,Nk ∈
C
m×m, and b, ck ∈ Cm are given, for k = 1, . . . , s, and x is the unknown.
Forming the sum in the right-hand side, in floating point arithmetic, and then solving the
linear system using an algorithm with backward error εF , produces a computed solution x˜ which
is the exact solution of a perturbed system
(F + δF )x˜ = b+ δb −
s∑
k=1
(Nk + δNk)ck,
with
‖δF‖2
‖F‖2
≤ εF ,
‖δb‖2
‖b‖2
≤ γs,
‖δNk‖2
‖Nk‖2
≤ mγm + γs(1 +mγm).
Proof. Let d˜k = fl(Nkck), f˜ = fl(b−
∑s
k=1 d˜k). By hypothesis, (F+δF )x˜ = f˜ , with ‖δF‖2/‖F‖2 ≤
εF . The usual backward error analysis of summation can be used to show that f˜ = b +
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δb − ∑sk=1(d˜k + δd˜k), with |(δb)i|/|bi|, |(δd˜k)i|/|(d˜k)i| ≤ γs, for i = 1, . . . ,m (see [23, Sec-
tion 4]). Now, by standard backward error analysis of matrix-vector multiplication, we know
that d˜k = (Nk +∆Nk)ck, with ‖Colj(∆Nk)‖2/‖Colj(Nk)‖2 ≤ γm, for j = 1, . . . ,m (see [23, Sec-
tion 3.5]). Using (37), this implies ‖∆Nk‖2/‖Nk‖2 ≤ mγm. Now, we can apply Lemma 26, with
y = d˜k, δy = δd˜k, x = ck, N = Nk and ∆N = ∆Nk, to conclude that d˜k + δd˜k = (Nk + δNk)ck,
with ‖δNk‖2/‖Nk‖2 ≤ mγm + γs(1 +mγm), as wanted.
Proof of Theorem 24. We note that each step of the block back substitution corresponds to
solving a linear system of the form (35). More precisely, this system is
MijXij = Eij −
∑
(s,t)∈Uij
N
(ij)
st Xst,
where Uij = {(i′, j′) : max{i′, j′} ≥ max{i, j} and min{i′, j′} ≥ min{i, j}} and the matrices
N
(ij)
st are given by writing (36) in matrix form. By Lemma 27, there are some matrices δMij
and δN
(ij)
st such that (Mij + δMij)X˜ij = Eij + δEij −
∑
(s,t)∈Uij
(N
(ij)
st + δN
(ij)
st )X˜st, where X˜ij
are the computed solutions at the (i, j) step and X˜st, for s ≥ i, t ≥ j, with (s, t) 6= (i, j), are the
ones computed in the previous steps, and
‖δMij‖2
‖Mij‖2
≤ εMij ,
‖δN (ij)st ‖2
‖N (ij)st ‖2
≤ rγr + γn2(1 + rγr),
‖δEij‖2
‖Eij‖2
≤ γ
n
2 .
If the r × r (or (2r) × (2r)) linear system is solved through the QR factorization of Mij , then
εMij ≤ rγr , as mentioned before (see [23, Th. 19.10]).
This gives a backward error for each block-row of the matrix M and of the right-hand side E
in Theorem 24. Since these rows are never reused between equations, this defines a perturbation
of M and E which ensures (38).
We note that Theorem 24 corresponds to Step 3 in the procedure described at the beginning
of Section 8 for solving a general system (3). The remaining steps can be carried out also in a
backward stable way, as we are going to explain.
Step 1 involves no computations, just relabeling of the equations, transpositions and conju-
gations (which are exact in floating point arithmetic).
Step 2 is backward stable since the periodic QZ algorithm relies on unitary transformations
and the following change of variables is unitary.
In Step 4, the vectorization of (14) produces the linear system
(BTk ⊗Ak) vec(Xskαk) = vec(Ek) + (DTk ⊗ Ck) vec(X
tk
βk
),
which is again in the form treated in Lemma 27, so we only have to ensure that the method
used to solve this linear system of the form (BTk ⊗ Ak) vec(X) = vec(F ) is backward stable. To
solve this system, we first compute Y˜ = fl(A−1k F ) column by column, each time solving a linear
system with Ak, and then similarly X˜ = fl(Y˜ B
−1
k ), solving a linear system for each of its rows.
We assume that the linear systems with Ak are solved with a backward stable method, i.e.,
(Ak + δjAk)Colj(Y˜ ) = Colj(F ),
‖δjAk‖2
‖Ak‖2
≤ εAk ,
(note that there is a different perturbation δjAk for each j); hence we have
(A+ δA) vec(Y˜ ) = vec(F ),
‖δA‖2
‖A‖2
≤ εAk ,
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where A = In ⊗Ak and δA = diag(δ1Ak, . . . , δnAk).
An analogous argument shows that
(B+ δB) vec(X˜) = vec(Y˜ ),
‖δB‖2
‖B‖2
≤ εBk ,
where B = BTk ⊗In. Combining these two relations we have vec(F ) = (A+δA)(B+δB) vec(X˜) =
(AB+ δ(AB)) vec(X˜), with δ(AB) = δA · B+A · δB+ δA · δB. Since ‖AB‖2 = ‖A‖2‖B‖2 for our
choice of A and B (thanks to the properties of the Kronecker product [24, p. 253]), we get
‖δ(AB)‖2
‖AB‖2
=
‖δA · B+ A · δB+ δA · δB‖2
‖A‖2‖B‖2
≤ ‖δA‖2‖B‖2 + ‖A‖2‖δB‖2 + ‖δA‖2‖δB‖2‖A‖2‖B‖2
≤ εAk + εBk + εAkεBk .
As a consequence of these arguments, the procedure described at the beginning of Section 8
produces a backward stable algorithm for solving general systems of the form (3).
8.7 Numerical experiments
We have implemented the proposed algorithm for the solution in the case ⋆ = T. The case ⋆ = H
can be obtained with minimal changes (from the algorithmic point of view), so we decided to
avoid running the same experiments concerning stability and performance. We have run the tests
on a server with a Xeon X5680 CPU and 24 GB of memory. Our implementation is available
at https://github.com/numpi/starsylv/. The code has been compiled with GNU Fortran
compiler and linked with the (single-threaded) BLAS reference implementation (libblas.so,
http://www.netlib.org/blas/).
We have computed the CPU time required by our implementation as a function of the size of
the matrices n and of the number of equations in the reduced system r, and we have compared
it with the behavior predicted by our analysis. We have considered only systems with triangular
factors. The general case requires the reduction to triangular factors through the periodic Schur
form as described in Section 6, which has been already implemented in [5, subroutines MB03BD
and MB03BZ] (see also [7, 26]).
The results are reported in Figure 1, on the left, for the CPU time required for the solution
of a system of three equations with coefficients of variable size n, and on the right for a system
of r equations of size 16. Both plots confirm the cubic and linear dependence of the CPU time
on the parameters n and r, respectively, that we expect. The dashed lines in the two plots are
obtained plotting the functions knn
3 and krr for two appropriate constants kn and kr.
Beside timings, we have also tested the accuracy of the implementation. For each value of
n and r we have generated several systems of T-Sylvester equations (in the required triangular
form), and we have computed the residuals Rk := ‖AkXkBk − CkXk+1Dk − Ek‖F for k =
1, . . . , r − 1, and Rr := ‖ArXrBr − CrXT1 Dr − Er‖F . Then, the 2-norm of the residual of the
linear system can be evaluated as R :=
√
R21 + · · ·+R2r . In Figure 2 we have plotted an upper
bound of the relative residuals R/‖M‖2, obtained using the relation n
√
r‖M‖2 ≥ ‖M‖F , where
M is the matrix of the “large” linear system, for different values of n and r (recall thatM has size
n2r). Each value has been averaged over 100 runs. The Frobenius norm ofM is easily computable
recalling that, if two matricesM1 andM2 do not have non-zero entries in corresponding positions,
then ‖M1 +M2‖2F = ‖M1‖2F + ‖M2‖2F , and the relation ‖A⊗B‖F = ‖A‖F ‖B‖F .
In these tests, the coefficients matrices Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk have been chosen with random entries
with normal distribution, and with the correct triangular structure. We have then shifted Ak
and Bk with
√
nI to avoid finding solutions with very large norms.
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Figure 1: On the left, the CPU time required by the algorithm described in Section 8.6 for the ⋆ = T case, as
a function of n. The timings reported are for a system with 3 equations, already in the required triangular form.
The problems tested have sizes ranging from n = 32 to n = 8192. On the right, the CPU time required by the
algorithm described in Section 8.6 for the ⋆ = T case, as a function of r. The timings reported are for a system
with r equations and coefficients of size 16 × 16, already in the required triangular form. The problems tested
have sizes ranging from r = 32 to r = 16384.
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Figure 2: On the left, average residuals of 100 systems of T-Sylvester equations solved via the algorithm described
in Section 8. The systems considered have 3 equations with a variable coefficient size n. On the right, average
residuals of 100 systems of T-Sylvester equations solved via the algorithm described in Section 8. The systems
considered have coefficients with size 8× 8, and r equations.
From the tests performed so far, the algorithm behaves in a backward stable way, as predicted
by our analysis. In fact, one can spot that the error growth with respect to n and r is even less
than the upper bound proved in this section. The error seems to grow slightly less than
√
n, and
to be independent of r. This behavior is often encountered in dense linear algebra algorithms,
since on average the errors do not accumulate in the same direction (see e.g. [23, Section 4.5]).
9 Conclusions and future work
We have provided necessary and sufficient conditions for the nonsingularity of r coupled gener-
alized Sylvester and ⋆-Sylvester equations (3), with square coefficients of the same size n × n.
We have shown that, in the nonsingular case, the problem can be reduced to periodic systems
having at most one generalized ⋆-Sylvester equation. A characterization for the nonsingularity
of periodic systems of just generalized Sylvester equations was obtained in an unpublished work
by Byers and Rhee [9]. That characterization was given in terms of spectral properties of matrix
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pencils constructed from the coefficients of the system. We have provided an analogous char-
acterization for the nonsingularity of periodic systems with exactly one generalized ⋆-Sylvester
equation. We have also provided a characterization for both types of periodic systems (namely,
the one with exactly one generalized ⋆-Sylvester equation and the one with only generalized
Sylvester equations) in terms of spectral properties of formal products constructed from the
coefficients of the system. Finally, we have presented an O(n3r) algorithm for computing the
unique solution of a nonsingular system, which has been shown to be backward stable.
A future research line that naturally arises from this work is to get a characterization of non-
singularity in the more general setting of rectangular coefficients. Other possible generalizations,
pointed out by the referees, include systems involving complex conjugation of the unknowns, like
those considered in [17, 36], or systems of periodic type [6, 29].
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